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Great Value Delorean Leasing Deal fron Lings Cars!

Author Discussion

chris333
12:28

wtf!

Contigo
12:36

Looks like we really have gone "Back to the Future"!

Jim the Sunderer
12:38

It must be some sorta trick.

longblackcoat
12:41

I appreciate that everyone needs to differentiate themselves in business, but that website makes me run and

hide. Awful, just awful.

CampDavid
12:45

longblackcoat said:

I appreciate that everyone needs to differentiate themselves in business, but that website makes

me run and hide. Awful, just awful.

It's about the most intelligently designed website on the internet.

longblackcoat
12:48

CampDavid said:

longblackcoat said:

I appreciate that everyone needs to differentiate themselves in business, but that website

makes me run and hide. Awful, just awful.

It's about the most intelligently designed website on the internet.

Clearly I'm missing something about website design, but if something is bad enough that a potential customer

refuses to use it (that'll be me), in what way does that show intelligent design?
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gazchap
12:50

Jim the Sunderer said:

It must be some sorta trick.

Just put a proposal through for one, let's see what happens.

I assume it's just some method of getting more traffic to the site. Bit silly though!

Jim the Sunderer
12:52

gazchap said:

Jim the Sunderer said:

It must be some sorta trick.

Just put a proposal through for one, let's see what happens.

I assume it's just some method of getting more traffic to the site. Bit silly though!

If it's a joke I'll have to make do with a Reliant Robin at £155.98 pm.

calibrax
12:52

Jim the Sunderer said:

It must be some sorta trick.

GoneAnon
13:49

If it is true I could be tempted away from my company car and run one of these instead!

retrorider
13:54

longblackcoat said:

CampDavid said:

longblackcoat said:

I appreciate that everyone needs to differentiate themselves in business, but that

website makes me run and hide. Awful, just awful.

It's about the most intelligently designed website on the internet.

Clearly I'm missing something about website design, but if something is bad enough that a

potential customer refuses to use it (that'll be me), in what way does that show intelligent design?

I went elsewhere to do a deal as i couldn't be doing with the website.I cannot be the only one...
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gazchap
13:55

Interesting response from Ling about my proposal:

Ling said:

Gaz,

Hellloooo Pistonheads!

You are a f kwit. You are just proposing yourself for finance on this car to generate content

for your Pistonheads post, trying to waste my time. Nit.

QUOTE: "Just put a proposal through for one, let's see what happens.

I assume it's just some method of getting more traffic to the site. Bit silly though!"

As you are doing this in public and it's a false finance proposal as a sort of test of me and my

beautiful website that all web-people are jealous of, I think we should all front up with this info

and publish everything online... eh? Trust you would have no objection to your stuff all being

made public? That's fine then. I checked your credit and you clearly can't afford the DeLorean.

Shame. You move house too much. Good job you entered real info. But, helpfully, I'll submit it to

finance and we can see what happens. I'll let you know then we can publicly discuss your credit

pass/fail on Pistonheads, can we? After all, you are doing this for the benefit of the forum I think?

Look forward to your follow up post on Pistonheads, saying how offensive and horrific I am

hehehe. I shouldn't be too cruel to you though, because you are clearly one of the more

intelligent members.

Make sure you include all this reply (in full) on the forum, because if you edit it then I will get

someone else to publish it.

You are a donkey-brain timewaster (but then you are a "web designer" in Shrewsbury, eh?) 

Do you want a PDF of a Fiat Panda (Mk2)??? Or a collectors badge? Happy to oblige with a little

toy car to keep you going.

Next!

Lots of love,

Ling Valentine

(and yes, this is unedited)

Oddly enough, if this is a genuine deal I would have gone ahead with it. Significantly less chance of that now.

MJK 24
14:00

gazchap said:

Interesting response from Ling about my proposal:

Ling said:

Gaz,

Hellloooo Pistonheads!

You are a f kwit. You are just proposing yourself for finance on this car to generate

content for your Pistonheads post, trying to waste my time. Nit.

QUOTE: "Just put a proposal through for one, let's see what happens.

I assume it's just some method of getting more traffic to the site. Bit silly though!"

As you are doing this in public and it's a false finance proposal as a sort of test of me and

my beautiful website that all web-people are jealous of, I think we should all front up with

this info and publish everything online... eh? Trust you would have no objection to your

stuff all being made public? That's fine then. I checked your credit and you clearly can't

afford the DeLorean. Shame. You move house too much. Good job you entered real info.

But, helpfully, I'll submit it to finance and we can see what happens. I'll let you know then

we can publicly discuss your credit pass/fail on Pistonheads, can we? After all, you are

doing this for the benefit of the forum I think? 

Look forward to your follow up post on Pistonheads, saying how offensive and horrific I am

hehehe. I shouldn't be too cruel to you though, because you are clearly one of the more

intelligent members.

Make sure you include all this reply (in full) on the forum, because if you edit it then I will

get someone else to publish it.
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You are a donkey-brain timewaster (but then you are a "web designer" in Shrewsbury,

eh?) 

Do you want a PDF of a Fiat Panda (Mk2)??? Or a collectors badge? Happy to oblige with a

little toy car to keep you going.

Next!

Lots of love,

Ling Valentine

(and yes, this is unedited)

Oddly enough, if this is a genuine deal I would have gone ahead with it. Significantly less chance

of that now.

There's a Ratner moment right there!

storminnorman
14:01

gazchap said:

Interesting response from Ling about my proposal:

Ling said:

Gaz,

Hellloooo Pistonheads!

You are a f kwit. You are just proposing yourself for finance on this car to generate

content for your Pistonheads post, trying to waste my time. Nit.

QUOTE: "Just put a proposal through for one, let's see what happens.

I assume it's just some method of getting more traffic to the site. Bit silly though!"

As you are doing this in public and it's a false finance proposal as a sort of test of me and

my beautiful website that all web-people are jealous of, I think we should all front up with

this info and publish everything online... eh? Trust you would have no objection to your

stuff all being made public? That's fine then. I checked your credit and you clearly can't

afford the DeLorean. Shame. You move house too much. Good job you entered real info.

But, helpfully, I'll submit it to finance and we can see what happens. I'll let you know then

we can publicly discuss your credit pass/fail on Pistonheads, can we? After all, you are

doing this for the benefit of the forum I think? 

Look forward to your follow up post on Pistonheads, saying how offensive and horrific I am

hehehe. I shouldn't be too cruel to you though, because you are clearly one of the more

intelligent members.

Make sure you include all this reply (in full) on the forum, because if you edit it then I will

get someone else to publish it.

You are a donkey-brain timewaster (but then you are a "web designer" in Shrewsbury,

eh?) 

Do you want a PDF of a Fiat Panda (Mk2)??? Or a collectors badge? Happy to oblige with a

little toy car to keep you going.

Next!

Lots of love,

Ling Valentine

(and yes, this is unedited)

Oddly enough, if this is a genuine deal I would have gone ahead with it. Significantly less chance

of that now.

I don't quite know what to say to that. bonkers

Big Fat Fatty
14:05

Someone spotted this ad last week, they are brand new, albeit built from 30yr old parts that have never been

used. Metallic paint on a Delorean?

That website is horrendous though, intelligently designed by some monkeys with a typewriter by the looks of

it.
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Edited by Big Fat Fatty on Sunday 27th January 14:12

SebastienClement
14:05

gazchap said:

(and yes, this is unedited)

Oddly enough, if this is a genuine deal I would have gone ahead with it. Significantly less chance

of that now.

Wow.

That puts me off!

Bill Carr
14:06

Must have the painters in.

gazchap
14:11

My response, in the interests of transparency:

gazchap said:

Interesting response, Ling.

Level with me: Is this a genuine lease deal, or not? Because if it is, I am interested in it (and can

quite easily afford it, thank you very much.)

If it isn't, is this not pretty much false advertising?

My post on PH doesn't mean I'm wasting your time, it just means I'm surprised to see the DMC-12

available for lease. Although of course, even if it is a genuine deal, I'm far less likely to go ahead

with it now that you've called me a "f kwit."

Johnnytheboy
14:15

Ling seems to be a deeply unsavoury character. She(?) came onto another motoring forum a few years ago to

tell everyone how much she hated them and generally be a PITA. IIRC she got banned.

I guess it's the same school of running a business as the rude chinese waiters in the West End that everyone

like going back to so much.

andymc
14:15

Terms and Conditions | Posting Rules

Ads by Google

DS3 DStyle e-HDi £134+vat - www.bestcarleasingdeals.co.uk

1.6 e-HDi Airdream DStyle Metallic Lowest Rentals, Stock Cars

Commercial Vehicle Lease - www.mvcommercial.com

Commercial vehicle Leasing 0845 862 1485 Nationwide Delivery
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New Peugeot 3008SR £186/M - Business.PeugeotWatford.co.uk/3008

The Peugeot 3008 SR Crossover Is The Perfect Car For Business Users!

Copyright PistonHeads® 1998-2013
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